
Desktop Charger Blitzwolf BW-i9 110W PD 3xUSB-A, 2xUSB-C (bl Ref: 5906168431173
Desktop Charger Blitzwolf BW-i9 110W PD 3xUSB-A, 2xUSB-C (black)

Blitzwolf BW-i9 110W PD 3xUSB-A, 2xUSB-C Wall Charger (Black)
In the era of modern technology, where every device requires a reliable power source, the Blitzwolf BW-i9 110W PD wall charger stands
out among the competition with its versatility and efficiency. Offering a powerful 110W output and support for a wide range of charging
protocols such as PD3.0,  QC3.0,  PPS, AFC, FCP, SCP, PE,  and APPLE, it  is  the ideal  solution for users with multiple devices.  With three
USB-A ports and two USB-C ports, it  enables simultaneous charging of up to five devices, adjusting the power output to the individual
needs of each. Its compact dimensions make the Blitzwolf BW-i9 charger incredibly practical.
 
Versatile Charging Options
One of  the most impressive features of  the Blitzwolf  BW-i9 charger is  its  ability to power up to five devices simultaneously,  making it
incredibly  versatile.  Equipped  with  three  USB-A  ports  and  two  USB-C  ports,  this  charger  can  adjust  its  charging  performance  to  the
specific  needs  of  each  connected  device.  With  a  maximum  output  of  110W,  it  ensures  fast  charging  for  all  your  devices,  from
smartphones and tablets  to laptops and other electronic  devices,  making it  the perfect  solution for  those in need of  efficient  and fast
power source.
 
Advanced Charging Protocols
The Blitzwolf  BW-i9  is  equipped with  advanced charging protocols,  including PD3.0,  QC3.0,  PPS,  AFC,  FCP,  SCP,  PE,  and APPLE.  These
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technologies not only ensure compatibility with a wide range of devices but also optimize the charging process to be faster and safer.
Intelligent power output adjustment to the specific requirements of the device minimizes the risk of battery damage while maximizing
charging efficiency.
 
High Power and Efficiency
The total power of 110W available in the Blitzwolf BW-i9 charger ensures that all your devices will be charged optimally. High charging
efficiency is possible thanks to intelligent power distribution among the ports, meaning you can quickly charge both small gadgets and
high-power devices like laptops simultaneously.
 
Package Contents
BlitzWolf® Charging Station x 1
USB Type-C Cable for Charging and Data Transfer 1.8 meters x 1
 
BrandBlitzwolfModelBW-i9ColorBlackInterface3  x  USB-A,  2  x  USB-CInput100-240V  50/60Hz  1.5A  (max)OutputTotal  power  110W,  PPS
3.3V-21V-3A, 5V/3A, 9V/3A, 12V/3A, 15V/3A, 20V/3.25A (max 65W), Output C2: PPS 3.3V - 11V - 3A, 5V / 3A, 9V / 3A, 12V / 2.25A, 20V /
1.5A (max 30W), Output A3: 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A, 4.5V/5A, 5V/4.5A (max 22.5W), Output A1: 5V/2.4A (max 12W), Output A2: 5V/2.4A
(max 12W)ProtocolsPD3.0 QC3.0 PPS AFC FCP SCP PE APPLESize114 x 80 x 38mmWeight250g

Preço:

€ 45.01

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Wall chargers
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